
 

 

MIAMI ADD-ONS 
SKYVIEWS MIAMI OBSERVATION WHEEL with transportation 
The main attraction of the Skyviews Miami Observation Wheel is the breathtaking 
panoramic views it provides. Passengers are lifted to a considerable height, allowing them 
to see the Miami skyline, landmarks, and surrounding landscapes from a unique and elevated 
perspective. 

The observation wheel consists of enclosed capsules or gondolas that provide a 
comfortable and secure environment for passengers. These capsules have large windows to 
ensure unobstructed views. 

Landmarks Visible: Riders will be able to spot iconic landmarks such as downtown Miami, 
the waterfront, South Beach, and other notable features of the city. 

 

THRILLER MIAMI SPEEDBOAT ADVENTURES with transportation 
Thriller Miami Speedboat Adventures is an exhilarating and high-speed boat tour that 
provides an exciting way to experience the waters around Miami. Here's a brief description 
of what you can typically expect from this adventure: 

The tour is known for its high-speed, adrenaline-pumping boat ride. The speedboat used 
for the adventure is a powerful, custom-designed vessel that can reach high speeds, offering 
an exciting and thrilling experience. 

Participants can enjoy stunning views of Miami's skyline, waterfront mansions, and other 
iconic landmarks from the vantage point of the speeding boat. The tour is designed to provide 
unique perspectives of the city and its surroundings. 

While enjoying the speed and excitement, passengers often receive a narrated tour from a 
knowledgeable guide or captain. The guide shares interesting facts about the history, culture, 
and significance of the areas covered during the ride. 

The tour is often accompanied by upbeat music and an energetic atmosphere, enhancing the 
overall experience and creating a sense of excitement. 

 

  



 

 

MIAMI CITY LIGHTS TOUR with transportation 
The tour focuses on exploring Miami's iconic landmarks, neighborhoods, and waterfront 
areas when they come alive with lights after dark. This could include areas such as South 
Beach, Downtown Miami, the Art Deco Historic District, and the Miami River. 

Bayside and Waterfront Views: Many tours in Miami take advantage of its coastal location, 
offering views of the city lights reflecting on Biscayne Bay. Some tours may include a boat 
component or stop at waterfront locations for enhanced views. 

Art and Architecture: Miami is renowned for its art and architecture, and the City Lights Tour 
highlights illuminated art installations, colorful buildings, and architecturally significant 
structures. 

 

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS with transportation 
As a globally recognized theme park, Universal Studios Orlando draws visitors worldwide 
with its iconic attractions. 

Iconic Characters and Cinematic Universes: Universal Studios Orlando showcases beloved 
characters and iconic attractions from popular films and TV shows, including Harry Potter, 
Transformers, and Jurassic Park. The park's charm lies in its unique fusion of film, television, 
and pop culture references, offering a dynamic and immersive experience for a diverse 
audience. 

Thrilling Rides, Shows, and Attractions: Universal Studios Orlando delivers thrills through 
a diverse range of rides, shows, and attractions, catering to both adrenaline seekers and 
entertainment enthusiasts with heart-pounding roller coasters, immersive performances, and 
cutting-edge simulations. 
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